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	Guide to UNIX Using Linux, Fourth Edition is updated to include new UNIX/Linux distributions,
	networking utilities, new UNIX/Linux capabilities, and coverage of both the
	GNOME and KDE desktops.The large array of commands, utilities, file systems, and other
	information you learn here applies to any Linux system and most UNIX systems.Within the
	book four modern Linux operating systems are spotlighted as examples: Fedora, Red Hat
	Enterprise Linux, SUSE, and Knoppix.


	Today UNIX and Linux operating systems are popularly used on all types of computers
	including desktops, portables, and servers. UNIX was the first popular operating system used
	with the extensive computer network that has become the Internet, and remains a staple of
	computing. Linux is a UNIX-like operating system first released in 1991 and has become
	immensely popular for all types of computing applications. Chances are that the next time
	you access an Internet server it will be running UNIX or Linux.Also, because of strong customer
	demand, many computer manufacturers offer pre-installed Linux versions on desktop
	and server computers.


	A huge range of software is available for UNIX and Linux systems, including many free or
	low-cost applications. Through the X Window System and desktop software such as
	GNOME and KDE, UNIX and Linux provide a graphical user interface that is as versatile
	and easy to use as on any operating system. At the same time, UNIX and Linux have
	retained powerful capabilities that can be accessed through time-tested command line interfaces.
	In short, UNIX and Linux give you the best of two worlds, comprehensive command
	features and unbeatable graphical interface options.


	The concepts you learn in this book help prepare you to use UNIX and Linux on all types
	of computer systems, including PCs, workstations, servers, and mainframe computers.
	Through this book you learn to use command-line features, run utilities, create your own
	applications, and use the GNOME and KDE desktops—giving you a comprehensive foundation
	in UNIX and Linux.


	Taking a hands-on, practical approach, this book guides you through UNIX and Linux system
	and programming concepts.You practice what you learn through self-guided Hands-On
	Projects, Review Questions, and Discovery Exercises.Your learning is facilitated by a proven
	combination of tools that powerfully reinforce both concepts and real-world experience.
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Flip the Funnel: How to Use Existing Customers to Gain New OnesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Why customer retention is the new acquisition


	If there's anything the recession of 2009 taught us, it was the importance of investing in our customers, but when was this any different? So says Joseph Jaffe, bestselling author of Life After the 30-Second Spot and Join the Conversation, and a leading expert and...
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Professional Rootkits (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Whether you want to learn how to develop a robust, full-featured rootkit or you're looking for effective ways to prevent one from being installed on your network, this hands-on resource provides you with the tools you'll need. Expert developer Ric Vieler walks you through all of the capabilities of rootkits, the technology they use, steps for...
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Practical Web Traffic Analysis: Standards, Privacy, Techniques, and ResultsGlasshaus, 2003

	Once you've got a web site up and running it is all too easy to sit back and relax. But how do you know you did a good job? How can you improve the site you have based on real user behaviour? Without getting feedback from your users, how will you find out how it's being used? Web traffic analysis allows you to gain some insight into...
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Building Web Applications With SAS/IntrNet: A Guide to the Application Dispatcher (SAS Press)SAS Institute, 2007
Learn how you can save countless hours of research and development time building your Web applications with the SAS/IntrNet Application Dispatcher. Author Don Henderson illustrates the multitude of features and capabilities available in the SAS/IntrNet Application Dispatcher and shows you how to take better advantage of these tools to make your...
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The Business Value of IT: Managing Risks, Optimizing Performance and Measuring ResultsAuerbach Publications, 2008
As consultants for the David Consulting Group and in our earlier careers, we have been involved with IT for at least 25 years. During that time, we have been involved in many successful projects and have been confronted by many challenges.

Our collective experiences have culminated in a certain amount of “professional...
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Recreations in the Theory of NumbersDover Publications, 1964
WHILE the author was a student, an enthusiastic mathematics professor recommended to the class a book entitled Mathematical Recreations and Essays, by W. W. R. Ball. The students dutifully made a note of the title and most of them no doubt promptly forgot about it. Many years later when the book was mentioned to several of the author's own classes,...
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